
Alphabet

• elemental visual signs
• 26 characters
• frozen sounds



  Evolution

• Handwriting
> minimum number of
strokes

> lowercase
• Engraving

> minimum number of curved
lines
> capitals



  Letterforms

• Appearance of the individual letter: Form
• White space around: Counterform
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Combination Letterforms:
Deconstruction and reconstruction creates new and potentially
meaningful solutions. Shape of exterior form very important.
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Letter Height

• The point system, used
to measure the height of
a letter as well as the
space between lines
(leading), is the standard
measurement for type.

• One point equals 1/72
inch or .35 millimeters.

• Twelve points equal one
pica, the unit commonly
used to measure column
widths.



• Typography also can be measured in inches,
millimeters, or pixels. (A point is roughly equivalent to
a pixel.)

• Most software applications let the designer choose a
preferred unit of measure; picas and points are a
standard default.

Height



Width

• The horizontal dimension of
a letter is its set width.

• The set width is the body of
the letter plus a sliver of
space that protects it from
other letters.

• The width of a letter is
intrinsic to the proportion of
the typeface.

• Some typefaces have a
narrow set width, and some
have a wide one.



• You can change the set width
of a letter by fiddling with its
horizontal or vertical scale.

• This distorts the proportion of
the typeface, forcing heavy
elements to become thin, and
thin elements to become thick.

• Instead of torturing a letterform,
choose a typeface with the
proportions you need, such as
condensed, compressed, or
extended.

• Type families such as
Helvetica, Univers, and
Interstate include a variety of
widths.

Width



Anatomy of Typography



The  cap height

is the distance from the top of the capital letter to its
bottom. Some vertical elements (ascenders) may
extend slightly above the cap height.



The x-height

• is the height of the main body of the lowercase letter (or
the height of a lowercase x ), excluding its ascenders and
descenders.

• The bigger the x-height is in relation to the cap height, the
bigger the letters will look.





X-height

• When two typefaces are set in the same point size, one often
looks bigger than the other.

• Bigger x-heights, introduced in the twentieth century, make a
typeface appear larger.

• Differences in line weight and character width also affect the
letters' apparent scale.

Mrs Eaves, designed by Zuzana Licko in 1996, rejects the modern
appetite for supersized x-heights. The font is inspired by the
eighteenth-century designs of John Baskerville.



The baseline

• Letters “sit” on baseline
• It is the most stable axis along a line of text.

• The curves at the bottom of letters such as a or c
hang slightly below the baseline.

• Commas and semicolons also cross the baseline.
• If a typeface were not positioned this way, it would appear to teeter

precariously, lacking a sense of physical grounding.



Two blocks of text are often aligned on a shared
baseline.

• Example 14/18 Scala and 7/9 Scala
• (= 14pt letter size on 18 pt leading / line spacing)



 When creating letters consider their optical relationships

• pointed & curved extend beyond baseline and capline

OV
• 2-storied: center bar raised higher than math. center, top narrower:

 E
• horizontal strokes thinner

 H



• tight junctions opened

   M
•  NK width and angles adjusted to look right

•  Q smaller than H, curved strokes thinner



Typeface x Font

• Typeface: The distinctive, design of an alphabet (and
accompanying numbers and punctuation). All point
sizes of that typeface.

• Font: All the letters, numbers and punctuation of a
single size of a single typeface (12-point Helvetica)



  Font

• Set of characters of the same size and style
containing all the letters, numbers and marks needed
for typesetting
– For example, the complete set of all the characters for “9-point

Bulmer” is called a font
– the “10-point Bulmer” would be another separate font, but part of

parts of the same font family
– Whereas “9-point Bulmer boldface” would be another font in a

different font family of the same typeface.
– One individual font character might be referred to as a “piece of

font” or a “piece of type”.



Font consists of

– UPPERCASE/CAPITALS
– lowercase
– Small caps
– Lining Figures: 1234567890
– Old-style Figures 1234567890
– Fractions 1/2
– Ligatures fl fi
– Punctuation ,.?!;:’”{}[]
– Symbols @#$%^&*



Visual features of typefaces

• Serifs
• Weight
• Width (expanded, condensed)
• Posture (Italic, oblique, script)
• Thick/thin contrast
• x-height x-height
• Ascenders & descenders length
• Stress (axis)



  Proportions of the letterforms in different typefaces

• stroke to height ratio
• contrast in stroke weight
• expanded x condensed style
• x-height & proportion



Serif x Sans Serif

• A traditional roman book face typically has a small family--
a "nuclear" group consisting of roman, italic, small caps,
and possibly bold and semibold (each with an italic
variant).

• Sans-serif families often come in many more
weights and sizes, such as thin, light,
black, compressed, and condensed.





• In the 1990s, many type designers created families that
include both serif and sans-serif versions.

• Small capitals and non-lining numerals (a courtesy
traditionally reserved for serif fonts) are included in the
sans-serif versions of Thesis, Scala, Quadraat, and many
other big contemporary families.









: Anatomy



: Anatomy

Typefaces
Manufactured images designed for infinite repetition

Hand x machine
Organic x geometric


